The **Sonic** is the latest in speaker styling and optimized sound characteristics, at a price that truly astounds for any need. Designed for use with computers and other audio sources.

**FEATURES**

- CURVE series design
- Convenient satellite control
  - On/off with volume
  - Headphone output jack
  - LED power indicator
- Titanium styled concical drivers
- Magnetically shielded
- External Power Supply

**DIMENSIONS:**

Satellites: (H) 6.75 in. X (W) 2.8 in. X (D) 3 in.

**10 Watts Peak Power**

5W (RMS)

**Drivers:**

Satellites: 2 in. high efficiency drivers

**Legend**

1) 2” titanium styled conical satellite drivers
2) Desktop control with:
   - On/off knob with volume
   - LED power indicator
   - 3.5mm headphone output jack